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FAQ - Smart meters 
 
1. General questions 

 
What is a smart meter? 
A smart meter uses advanced technology to regularly measure the energy consumption (electricity, 
natural gas, urban heating) or water consumption of each household, save the readings and transmit 
this data using the existing electrical grid to a central system that collects data from meters for the 
entire country and sends them to the responsible grid operator. 
 
The economic interest group Luxmetering, which was created in 2012 by seven national electricity 
and gas grid operators, is responsible for managing and running the central data collection and 
management system. These operators are Creos Luxembourg, Electris, Sudstroum and Sudenergie 
and the cities of Ettelbruck, Diekirch and Dudelange. 
 
It should be noted that grid operators construct and operate the electricity or natural gas grids and 
that suppliers buy and sell energy and the associated services. 
 
What are the reasons for installing smart meters in all households? 
With smart meters, energy consumption can be read remotely, and so there is no need for an 
employee to come to the consumer’s home. As consumers may view information almost in real time, 
they are able to monitor and control their consumption and thus energy costs. 
Smart meters are part of the energy market reform that intends to promote active consumer 
participation. Smart meters are the first step in the process of implementing a smart electricity 
distribution grid that uses computer technology to optimise decentralised production, distribution, 
consumption (particularly in the light of electromobility) and to better regulate supply and demand 
between electricity producers and consumers.  
The roll-out of smart meters forms part of the measures planned by the Luxembourg government for 
transposing the European energy directive into national law.  
 
What are the benefits of smart meters? 
Once a smart meter has been fitted, consumers have access to much more detailed information on 
their energy consumption which enables them to achieve energy savings by adapting their habits. 
 
Smart meters allow for energy consumption to be read remotely so that the operator’s employees 
no longer have to disturb customers at their homes in order to make manual meter readings. 
 
Electricity and natural gas suppliers will consequently be able to offer customers increased flexibility 
in terms of tariffs and innovative billing adapted to supply and demand on the energy markets. 
Suppliers can therefore offer new tariffs that better correspond to consumption profile and issue a 
bill based on real consumption rather than estimates at any time of year. 
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2. Technological questions 
 
Will my connection change? 
Neither the connection nor the power rate of the connection will change. Protective devices and 
other installations located downstream of the meter will also remain the same. 
 
How are data transmitted? 
Data are transmitted between the smart meter and the central system through the existing electricity 
grid via PLCs (power line communication or power line carrier). In certain rural areas where 
population density is low, it may sometimes be necessary from both a technical and financial 
standpoint to use meters that communicate by GPRS, the mobile standard derived from GSM.  
 
It should be noted that electricity meters also act as a gateway for secure communication with the 
gas meter and, if available, the water and heating meters via a wired or radio link. 
 
Can the grid operator access my meter remotely? 
Grid operators are able to read energy consumption and quality indicators of the power supply, 
update software and control the two relays integrated into the electricity meter remotely. Only 
devices connected to the integrated relays can be controlled remotely (for example electric hot water 
tanks). 
 
How can I read my energy consumption data? 
Smart meters can be read in the same way as traditional meters. In addition, in the future consumers 
will be able to connect a remote display or a smart home system to view their metering data in real 
time. 
 
Could there be any interference with touch-lamp lighting? 
 
Yes. In fact, although it’s quite rare, PLC (Power Line Communication) interference with touch-
sensor lamp lighting may occur. In the majority of cases, the problem occurs with lighting systems 
that do not have an integrated filter and which as a result are more vulnerable to this type of 
interference which can also come from other electronic appliances. 
 
Let us remind you that our technical connection conditions for high-current installations with a 
maximum nominal voltage of 1000V stipulate in Article 9.3.4 that “...it is the responsibility of the user 
of these electrical appliances to make every effort to prevent these disturbances through the 
installation of suitable technical equipment.” 
 
Nevertheless, to reduce the impact of PLC signals on your touch sensor lamps, we can: 
 

• either, provide you, free of charge, with a filter with a maximum wattage of 250W, which is 
easily connected between the socket outlet and the lamp’s plug. 

•  Or, advise you to purchase 63A filters, which you can install directly into the downstream 
circuit  of  your meter, to filter and to avoid any disturbances to the electrical network on 
your installations. These filters must be installed by an electrician. 
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What are the main functions of smart meters? 
Each customer will receive an explanatory leaflet detailing the functions of their new meter when it 
is installed. 

 
The functionalities of an electricity meter are as follows: 
 

 
 

For consumers who are connected to the natural gas grid, the gas meter will be linked to the 
electricity meter so that gas consumption data can be securely transmitted and viewed via the 
interface for a remote display. 
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The functionalities of a gas meter are as follows: 
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What can be connected to the meter’s customer port? 
If consumers so choose, smart home applications can be used with the smart meter to provide very 
detailed data on overall consumption. In agreement with the consumers, suppliers may provide new 
services using the smart metering system, particularly in relation to controlling energy demand such 
as accessing data via smartphone applications or the option to activate or deactivate household 
devices remotely, with the aim of helping customers manage their energy consumption better. 
Customers will in all cases retain control of their domestic appliances. 

 
Do smart meters have an impact on the operation of other household 
appliances? 
The meters have been designed in accordance with the standards in force, which aim to ensure that 
there is no impact on other household appliances. 

 
What happens to the old meters once they have been removed? 
Once they have been replaced, the old meters will either be sold to be reused as backup meters or 
recycled to recover the raw materials, depending on their state. 
 
How reliable are smart meters and what is their average lifespan? 
In terms of reliability, smart meters are similar to traditional electronic meters. Smart meters are 
estimated to have a lifespan of about 20 years, which is therefore comparable to the lifespan of 
existing meters (electronic or mechanical). 
 
Will my meter have any impact on my health? 
Meters are not radio transmitters. Nevertheless, they do create an electromagnetic field in their 
surroundings in the same way as any other electrical appliance. In practice, the specific exposure 
associated with transmitting data using carrier current (PLC) is extremely low and the transmission 
time very short; it takes less than one minute to collect consumption information and just a few 
seconds to transmit an event. 
According to recent studies conducted by two separate organisations in residences located on 
Luxembourg territory, the electrical and magnetic fields emitted to living areas by smart meters are 
well below the limits of the official ICNIRP standards, as well as the EUROPAEM guidelines for 
daytime and night-time exposure. Consequently, there are no harmful effects on health resulting 
from PLC technology. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there is currently no 
scientific evidence to support the link between the exposure to electromagnetic fields and 
hypersensitivity to electromagnetic waves. People that suffer from electro-hypersensitivity 
nevertheless have the possibility to opt for the installation (chargeable) of a specific filter. 
 
 

3. Organisational questions 
 
Who will receive a new meter? 
Following a European directive transposed by Luxembourg into national law, all electricity and 
natural gas meters within the Grand Duchy must be replaced, irrespective of the grid operator. This 
will mean replacing over 300,000 electricity meters and more than 80,000 gas meters. 
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How will they be rolled out? 
New customers will have smart meters installed in their homes from 1 July 2016. Old meters will be 
replaced gradually. This hefty task will take up to 31 December 2019 for electricity meters and up to 
31 December 2020 for gas meters at the latest.  
Meters will be replaced one geographical zone at a time. All customers will be notified about the 
installation of their new smart meter well in advance by their grid operator. 
 
Who will install the new meter? 
Personnel from the grid operator concerned will fit the meters. Given the large numbers of electricity 
and gas meters that need to be replaced, several grid operators will require the services of one or 
more subcontractors to install the smart meters. 
Each technician authorised to replace meters by a grid operator will have an identification badge 
that must be presented upon request. 
Example badge: 

 
 
Will power to the consumer’s home be switched off when the meter is 
replaced? 
The electricity and/or gas supply will have to be shut off for a short period of time while the smart 
electricity and/or gas meter is fitted. 
 
How long does it take to install a new meter on average? 
It takes on average less than 15 minutes to replace an electricity meter. For gas meters, the average 
is an hour. A gas tightness test is also carried out. 
 
What will happen if no one is home when the technician comes to install the 
meter? 
If the customer is not present when the technician comes to install the meter, a notice will be left in 
their letterbox. They will need to contact the technician by phone or email to schedule an 
appointment directly. 
 
Do consumers need to inform their energy provider when a new meter has 
been installed? 
No. The relationship with the supplier does not change following installation of a new electricity 
and/or gas meter. Each customer’s supplier will be automatically notified by the grid operator when 
the meter is replaced. 
 
How many meters will be replaced per month and per week? 
In order to replace all of the 300,000 electricity meters and 80,000 gas meters by 2020, around 8,000 
to 9,000 meters must be replaced each month, which corresponds to around 2,000 meters per week. 
 

Logo 
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4. Questions related to costs  

 
How much does installing the new meter cost consumers? 
Replacing and fitting the new meter is free of charge. In general, the level of compliance of the 
customer systems in Luxembourg is very high. However, if during this operation it becomes apparent 
that the customer’s system is not technically compliant and poses a risk for the customer, bringing 
it into compliance would be at the customer’s cost and carried out by an electricity undertaking or 
installer of the customer’s choice. The possible consequences of technical non-compliances may 
include for example the risk of electric shock or fire due to a short-circuit, or a gas leak.  
The metering costs (installation, maintenance, meter reading etc.) are taken into account in the 
calculation of the grid access tariffs as these are necessary ancillary services provided by the grid 
operators There will be no increase in the amount billed by the grid operator. 
 
 
What will change in terms of billing for the consumer? 
Suppliers can offer customers monthly billing based on actual consumption or, as before, billing by 
means of instalment payments based on past consumption. Billing is then carried out at least once 
a year, taking into account the customer's actual annual consumption. 
It is up to the supplier to decide which billing models are offered. 
 
 

5. Legal questions 
 
Am I required to accept a smart meter? 
Yes, as since 1st July 2016, every grid operator is legally required to fit a smart meter, for all new 
installations, in the homes of all of its customers connected to its grid and to replace all old meters 
(mechanical or electronic) by 2020. The meter belongs to the grid operator who must ensure that it 
functions correctly and carry out maintenance on it. New meters are crucial for guaranteeing security 
of supply in the future and for ensuring that the electricity and gas grids are reliable, in particular 
given the increasing number of decentralised electricity production sites. 

 
Are consumers required to grant the grid operator access to their meters? 
As the meter is the property of the grid operator, pursuant to Articles 29(6) (Electricity Law) and 
35(6) (Gas Law), he “has the right to access metering points, connection points and the connection 
facilities of producers and customers connected to the system that it manages in order to read 
meters and carry out all kinds of works, interventions and monitoring of connections and meters.“ 
Except in an emergency, grid operators must contact the customer in advance and arrange an 
appointment with the customer to access the meter. 
 

6. Questions related to data protection and cyber security  
 
Who has access to my consumption data? 
Energy consumption data are collected several times a day through the central system managed by 
Luxmetering GIE, an economic interest group owned by seven electricity and gas grid operators. 
They are sent daily during the night to the grid operators, who send the data of the customers of 
electricity or natural gas suppliers to the economic interest group before 8 a.m.  Only, the grid 
operator concerned, the customer’s electricity or natural gas supplier and, if applicable, a service 
provider designated by the consumer have access to the customer’s data. The authorised purposes 
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for processing data are strictly defined by law, which also ensures that data cannot be forwarded to 
a third party without the prior agreement of the consumer. 
The Luxembourg National Commission for Data Protection (Commission nationale pour la protection 
des données - CNPD) has assisted grid operators to prepare for the mass roll-out of smart meters 
in the Grand Duchy. The processing of personal customer data by the grid operators was notified in 
advance to the CNPD.  
 
What information is recorded, stored and sent? 
An actual reading from the meter is sent to the central system every quarter of an hour for electricity 
meters and every hour for gas meters where these readings are saved and stored for a maximum 
period of 15 years. Events relating to the quality of the supply such as a lack of voltage, a high 
voltage surge or a technical fault with the meter are transmitted to the central system and used by 
Luxmetering and grid operators for operational purposes. 
 
 
How is data sent to ensure that they cannot be accessed by a third party? 
Grid operators take the security aspects of smart metering very seriously. Data is encrypted to 
ensure that consumption data are transmitted securely to the central system managed by the grid 
operators. The algorithms used for this encryption conform to the highest currently available 
standards in IT security.  
 
Are energy consumption data processed anonymously, and is the protection 
of personal data guaranteed? 
The Luxmetering database does not include any customer details. All data are hosted securely in 
highly protected data centres on servers belonging to Luxmetering or at the premises of grid 
operators and suppliers respectively and never leave the country. Data transfer between the meter 
and the supplier is systematically encrypted. The internet is not used at any point in the 
communication chain. 
 
Can any information be deduced about consumers’ private lives, lifestyles or 
even the appliances they use? 
The electricity meter only records one meter reading every quarter of an hour and the natural gas 
meter only records one meter reading per hour. The scale of detail (quarter-hourly or hourly) of 
customers’ overall consumption data does not enable customers’ individual appliances to be 
identified, nor does it enable consumer behaviour to be deduced. 

 

7. Contact 
 

For any questions regarding your new smart meter, please contact your grid operator: 
 

 City of Ettelbruck (electricity): 81 91 81 - 1 

 City of Diekirch (electricity): 80 87 80 - 501 

 Electris (electricity):  8002 - 8032 

 Creos (electricity/natural gas): 2624 - 2624 

 Sudstroum (electricity): 26 783 787 686 

 Sudenergie (natural gas): 55 66 55 – 1 

 City of Dudelange (natural gas): 51 51 25 


